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This comprehensive handbook is vital reading for men with Asperger Syndrome (and their
partners). This practical handbook supplies the answers to Asperger men's most regularly
asked questions about females, dating and relationships, helping them to comprehend the
way relationships work and increasing their confidence and capability to have successful
romantic relationships. For these men, understanding the emotional side to interactions and
women's needs can be a full mystery and they often get it disastrously incorrect.Many AS
men are totally baffled and bewildered by women and relationships and discover it hard to
know what to do, what things to say and how to get it right.Positive, practical and realistic, this
book offers a wealth of information about women, dating and relationships for men with
Asperger Syndrome (AS). It will be of immeasurable make use of to counsellors and various
other professionals dealing with such individuals.
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A HIGHER Value Book I've Aspergers, I'm picky, which book met my goals by 80% or
better.This book:* Really gives one a core sense of what counts to women in an enchanting
relationship.* Includes insight into particular romantic relationship failures and obstacles
experienced by both celebrations of Aspie-Neurotypical lovers, including how they think that,
feel, and perceive these situations.* Provides specific suggestions on how to improve
interactions for both Aspergians and their partners.The largest thing I didn't appreciate in this
book: sometimes the author's tone requires a completely progressive stance, legitimizing
Aspergers as a different thought process instead of as weakness to improve. True, the spouse
would do well to be realistic and patient, but I don't believe they ought to just abandon all
social expectation. I really believe in progression. You can find so many unwritten
interpersonal guidelines out in the globe, and some of these I still didn't find out about until I
browse this book. Excellent book which will keep you referencing it again and again As I have
entered into a romantic relationship with an AS guy this book has been a huge help. I don't buy
lots of books. I would suggest it to any female that is scrambling as I was to find anything to
help them. Every other paragraph is highlighted Since I acquired this for my boyfriend (yes
we're still together, why is you ask? I cherished the concepts it had for how to make things
work and were these two people can come together to work on the relationship. It has
humorous pictures with captions in it as well and this helps give you a laugh amongst all of
the info and guidance it gives along with great research carried out by Maxine Aston.Because
of all who managed to get so easy to gain access to this book and also have it at my fingertips
to review. It is perfect when we enter the heat of as soon as or meltdown as we NT with our
Aspies say. It is a lifesaving book and I really do get away in heat of the moment and go to it re-
reading it to calm down and step back to continue in the tough times. Building understanding
Among the challenges for the person on the Autism Spectrum is how exactly to understand
the emotions that someone else is having. Neurological study has shown that people on the
Spectrum process things differently than somebody not really on the Spectrum, i.e. a Neuro-
Typical person.. It really is fascinating to understand that one's partner is so different, but a
huge challenge to overcome simultaneously. This is not something you discover every day in
the mental health globe of prejudice, condescension and psychophobia;I would suggest
anyone in a romantic relationship where a single partner has AS, to learn this book, the earlier
the better...to build a knowledge that I believe can help that relationship to thrive rather than
fall apart due to misunderstanding. I would recommend this book to parents of children with
AS, in order to begin a dialogue with their child in those crucial years of learning how to be in
relationship. Great book. This publication is an excellent read and a great way to boost
understanding. Add this to your library of guides and books associated with AS (Asperger’s
Syndrome) and NT (Neuro Regular) partners.) we've been arguing over who reaches carry it
around with them. Great book. Up until now, I say, as we proceed to her Couple's Workbook
and convert some of these insights into real-world remedies. It helped me immensely in
discussing dating and marriage anticipations with my grandson. Simply two star-crossed
neurodivergent misfits searching for a self-help text message that doesn't leave permanent
marks.This book would help both the person on the Spectrum, and their partner to understand
those differences and provides some very advice on how they may be handled in a manner
that can help a couple to have significantly more intimacy. all of which I am v. Honestly the
publication was a little bit pricey for what I acquired out of it. Best of all, the book seems to
have given my BF a go of self-self-confidence and grounded him in his very own experience,
after the initial shock of recognition wore off. Explains different factors of view I enjoyed the



second part in Relationships, which demonstrates the way the same event can be viewed in
two very different ways by the aspie and non-aspie partner. Insight into the invisible An
interesting overview of Adult Aspergers in men. A real eye opener We wish I'd had usage of
this information long ago, but it's helpful continue.. Laid out and written in clear to see
language. This was an extremely informative book regarding Asperger's Syndrome in dating
and marriage-aged individuals.All in all, very good value; Is a real existence changer for a
number of of my clients and their significant others. Information is mainly basic but possibly
the . Visualize how this impacts a relationship, from both sides.. Good book. Information is
mostly basic but possibly the knowledge is not widely known to those who would most
benefit from the book. sensitive to, and none of which I possibly could discover within these
great pages. Still the reserve is an excellent starting stage for the subject matter (especially
since there are sadly very few books on this specific subject). Also the foreword by Tony
Attwood is excellent! If you or your spouse has Aspergers, you need to learn this. i am a lady
coping with my asperger guy friend and this details allowed me to change my communication
style for him to raised understand me. He says this writer could be the chronicler of his
lifestyle. Highly recommended!Everyone deserves a good shot at love in their lives as adults.
Very informative. helped with comunication i love the way this writer writes in a method the
average indivdual can understand. Okay Was okay, would have liked to see more practical
application Helping our marriage Very practical and in addition entertaining at the same time.
Helping our marriage This was a very informative book regarding Asperger's Syndrome in .
This book contains a whole lot of excellent assistance that can be place to good use.. I found
myself identifying with lots of the situations Maxine describes.How refreshing to get that
neither among us took offense or felt invalidated by the author's narrative -- him as an Aspie,
or myself as a woman with Mixed Cluster B Personality Disorder In Recovery. Among the best
books available for men with Asperger's One of the best books available for men with
Asperger's. Good book.The 3rd section is approximately problems that may develop
whenever a baby arrives, and the first part gives advice to aspies on internet dating. Even if
you can not have diagnosed Since it gives insight into how the male and female brains are
wired in different ways.
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